Dear parents and caregivers,

You are invited to attend an evening session, which has been organised as part of the Homework Home Base initiative. The aim of the evening is to provide parents and caregivers of year 7 students information on study skills, assignment techniques and success at high school.

The session will be a mixture of ‘hands on’ activities and relevant information designed to give you more tools to help your child succeed in high school. Topics that will be covered are:

- Motivation
- Study and revision skills
- Assessment task technique
- Research skills

There is no cost involved.

Places are strictly limited to 30 people per session. To book a place please phone the school with the session date and names of attendees, due to the limited places it will be a first in first served arrangement. At this time the sessions are for year 7 parents and caregivers only.

Session information:

Tuesday 16 October 2012 4pm-5pm Careers room GHS

Tuesday 23 October 2012 4pm-5pm Careers room GHS

Regards,

Andrew Sawatske
Year 7 Advisor